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a b s t r a c t

Dead-Ended Anode (DEA) operation of Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs)

yields a system with lower complexity and the potential to reduce system cost as fewer

external components are required. Optimization of the purge interval and cycle duration,

for a given operating power, can increase the fuel cell efficiency which depends on three

interrelated objectives, namely, the hydrogen loss during the purge, the average voltage

output between the purges, and the voltage decrease due to the carbon corrosion caused by

hydrogen starvation over the lifetime of the DEA operation.

In advancing past results, this paper shows how the purge cycle can be optimized for

better efficiency in DEA operation by considering the impact of carbon corrosion. For this

optimization, a model capturing the liquid water and nitrogen accumulation in the anode

is needed to accurately describe the evolution of corrosion rate and the amount of

hydrogen wasted during the purge. The optimization process is first defining a target range

of purge intervals based on the physical constraints of the actuator and the model-based

prediction of the species concentration distributions. The search of optima is performed

then by scanning the target domain to quantify the trade-off between wasted hydrogen

and reducing the corrosion rate over a long time horizon.

Copyright ª 2013, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.
1. Introduction high hydrogen utilization and enhanced convective transport,
Dead-end anode (DEA) operation has been implemented

and studied by several groups [1e3]. A DEA fuel cell is fed

by dry hydrogen with regulated pressure at the anode inlet.

Inlet pressure regulation ensures that the hydrogen inlet

stoichiometry is exactly one during DEA operation and the

channel pressure remains constant. A DEA fuel cell system, as

shown in Fig. 1b, requires fewer auxiliary components when

compared to the more traditional flow-through anode (FTA)

shown in Fig. 1a. The flow-through operation with hydrogen

flow control depends on a recirculation loop to maintain a
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which requires hydrogen grade plumbing and hardware such

as an ejector/blower and awater separator/demister [4]. These

balance of plant (BOP) components add weight, volume, and

expense to the system, although the necessity of anode hu-

midifier has been gradually eliminated in the state-of-art fuel

cell systems [4] as compared with those in the 2000s [5].

There are unfortunately other concerns with the DEA fuel

cell system. During the DEA operation, nitrogen and liquid

water accumulate in the anode channel, causing a gradual

drop in cell voltage over time [6,7]. Purging of the anode

channel recovers the voltage by removing the accumulated
ublications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1 e Schematic of fuel cell systems with flow-through anode versus dead-ended anode. DEA operation depends on

upstream pressure regulation instead of mass flow control. If the purge interval is controlled with minimum hydrogen loss,

there is less need for hydrogen re-circulation system. The DEA fuel cell system therefore features fewer auxiliary

components and reduced system weight, volume and cost.

Fig. 2 e Representative voltage cycles during the

galvanostatic DEA operation. tjbp is the end of the jth DEA

cycle (the moment right before the jth purge) and tjap is the

beginning of the ( j D 1)th cycle (the moment right after the

jth purge). Purge interval dt, which equals to tjapLtjbp, is

controlled by a solenoid valve downstream of the fuel cell

anode. Cycle duration, Dt, is the amount of time between

the end of the proceeding purge, tjap and the start of the

subsequent purge, tjD1
bp . The accumulation of nitrogen and

liquid water in the anode channel between purges is

responsible for the recoverable voltage loss in a DEA cycle.
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nitrogen and water. A cyclic voltage behavior can thus be

observed when a periodic purge schedule is applied, as illus-

trated in Fig. 2.

If allowed to continue without purging, the accumulation of

nitrogen and liquid water in the anode channel during DEA

operation would lead to local fuel depletion or starvation, trig-

gering corrosion of the carbon as catalyst support in the cath-

ode. Cathode carbon corrosion is a concern because it causes

irreversible loss of fuel cell voltage and decreases the stack

lifetime. In our recent work [8] the spatio-temporal evolution of

carbon corrosion rate due to the elevated cathode interfacial

potential duringDEAoperationhas been studied via simulation.

In addition, the uneven local current and membrane water

content during DEA operation may expedite membrane degra-

dation including crack/tear, pin-hole and polymer decomposi-

tion [9,10]. The impact of degradation on cell terminal voltage

and therefore efficiency over the entire lifetime of the cell, is an

important consideration for purge scheduling. In this paper, we

aim to elucidate the connection between purge scheduling,

degradation and efficiency over the entire cell lifetime.

There are many prior publications in fuel cell optimization

[11]. Some focus on the component design such as flow field

[12,13] and electrode [14,15] and some on the operating

schemes [16,17]. Usually, the objective of optimization is to

maximize energy output or efficiency [18,19]. These prior

works are based on flow-through operation of the fuel cell.

For DEA operation, early works mainly focus on reducing

hydrogen loss or increasing power output via optimization of a

specific operating parameter. Hikita et al. [20] investigated the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.02.022
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optimum humidification for a DEA cell according to current

density, as well as the influence of operating pressure on the

power generation characteristics. Dumercy et al. [21] devel-

oped a stack model to calculate the optimal purge frequency

for a three-cell stack with DEA in order to achieve satisfactory

power output. Himanen et al. [22] studied the influences of

hydrogen pressures, humidification conditions and purge

valve duty cycles on the performance of an anodic dead-end

mode PEM fuel cell with free-breathing cathode. In a recent

study of DEA operation by Choi et al. [23], hydrogen pulsation

is utilized to reduce the vapor partial pressure in the anode,

thereby minimizing the purge frequency and associated

hydrogen loss. The dynamic performance of a stackwith near-

dead-ended anode in a vehicular drive systemwasmodeled by

Dehn et al. [24]. They found that an increase in anode pressure

is beneficial for near-dead-ended anode operation and does

not lower the efficiency of the fuel cell system. Yang and Shi

[25] designed a six cell stack, with dead-ended anode and air-

breathing cathode, to achieve uniform stack performance and

high efficiency. Mokmeli and Asghari [26] investigated the

proper purge time to achieve the minimum pressure fluctua-

tions, minimum voltage loss and minimum hydrogen waste

bymathematicalmodeling and analysis. Theirwork, however,

does not focus on the cell efficiency in DEA operation. These

early works aim to improve either the power output or the

hydrogen loss; however, the connection between these two

factors has not been studied thoroughly. Finally, the degra-

dation of a stack with DEA, which is critical for automotive

application, has not been investigated in these works.

The objective of this paper is to optimize the efficiency of a

DEA fuel cell via purge scheduling while considering the per-

formance degradation due to carbon corrosion. The optimi-

zation is performed on the purge interval and cycle duration

shown in Fig. 2. Operating conditions such as current load also

influence both fuel cell efficiency and degradation; however

for a portable application these conditions are usually deter-

mined by the power requirement and thus considered as pa-

rameters in this study. The optimization is performed based

on the simulation results using a validated two-phase, 1þ1D

model, which givesmore accurate prediction of the purge flow

behavior compared with those early models in literature. In

the following sections, we will define the cost function and

target range for purge interval, present the model, and

investigate the influences of purge interval and cycle duration

on the cathode carbon corrosion, power output, hydrogen

loss, and lifetime efficiency of a DEA cell.
2. Objective for optimization (cost function)

The objective of this work is to find the purge interval and

cycle duration that maximize the efficiency h for a given

power level. The DEA cell efficiency, which considers the

hydrogen loss during the purge but excludes the BOP com-

ponents, can be described by:

h ¼

Zttot
0

EcelliAdt

Pm
1 Dhf

�
QH2

rxt þ QH2
loss

� (1)
where Dhf is the enthalpy of formation of hydrogen fuel in

J/mol. The cell is operated under a galvanostatic condition so

that the current is constant. The cell voltage Ecell is decreasing

with time as shown in Fig. 2, therefore integration over a cycle

is needed to evaluate the total energy output. The voltage drop

within a cycle is reversible, which can be recovered by a purge.

The irreversible voltage decay due to carbon corrosion is also

captured since the total operating time, ttot, represents mul-

tiple cycles (Sec. 4.1). Specifically, ttot equals tomDt, wherem is

the number of DEA cycles. By using differentm values, one can

either evaluate the efficiency from a single cycle and the

subsequent purge (Sec. 5.3), or multiple cycles to reflect the

influence of cell degradation (Sec. 5.4). The efficiency h is

therefore defined on the lifetime of a DEA cell.

2.1. Effects of cycle duration and purge interval on
efficiency

The DEA cell efficiency is adversely affected by the amount of

hydrogen fuel expelled during the purge. The hydrogen loss

during the purge depends on many factors, including the

anode pressure, temperature, purge interval and the condition

of channel flooding and nitrogen blanketing.

The hydrogen loss in mol at every purge event is calcu-

lated by:

QH2
loss ¼

Ztjap

tj
bp

Wtotalðt; LÞnH2
ðt; LÞPAN

RT
dt (2)

where nH2
is the hydrogen molar fraction at the end of anode

channel (y ¼ L). The functional dependence of Wtotal (y ¼ L) on

time is implicit, since Wtotal is expressed as a function of gas

composition at the channel end as shown in Eq. (7).

The purge interval can be controlled to achieve QH2

loss ¼ 0,

that is, the purge only releases accumulated water and

nitrogen at the channel end and it stops when or before the

hydrogen front (yH2 in Fig. 3) reaches the channel end. How-

ever this purge schedule may not give the best overall effi-

ciency due to remaining trapped nitrogen and water in the

anode channel. The optimization methodology developed in

this paper can elucidate which purge interval and cycle

duration will give the best efficiency.

The 1st term in the denominator in Eq. (1) represents the

total hydrogen consumed during a cycle in mol and is calcu-

lated from the current density setpoint:

QH2
rxt ¼

iA

2F
Dt (3)

where i is the current density in A cm�2, A is the effective MEA

area, and F is the Faraday constant. If the hydrogen loss is not

considered, i.e., QH2
loss ¼ 0, Eq. (1) represents the thermody-

namic efficiency, that is, the efficiency of the fuel cell elec-

trochemical conversion.

The efficiency defined in Eq. (1) depends on the current set-

point, or the power output in a DEA cycle, which is defined by:

PDEA ¼ 1
Dt

Ztjþ1
bp

t
j
ap

EcelliAdt (4)
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Fig. 3 e A schematic illustrating the modeling domain (not

to scale). Species molar fraction (ni), liquid volume fraction

in the channel (s), liquid front in the GDL (xfr,an, xfr,ca),

membrane water content (lmb) and liquid saturation in the

catalyst layer (sctl,an, sctl,ca) are the distributed states along

the channel. The liquid water fully occupies the channel

when the volume fraction reaches unity. Nitrogen

blanketing also contributes to the hydrogen starvation in

the channel end. A purge can release the accumulated

water and nitrogen, thus restoring the hydrogen

concentration in the channel. Increasing purge interval

leads to higher average hydrogen concentration right after

the purge.
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Fig. 4 e The lifetime efficiency with different purge

intervals at two selected cycle durations. The definition of

lifetime is discussed in Section 4. The operating conditions

are: current density 0.6 A/cm2, cell temperature 50 �C,
cathode stoichiometry ratio 3, and RH 100%. Monotonic

and rapid drop of efficiency has been observed as the purge

interval increases beyond the target range.
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where the right-hand-side integral represents the total energy

output in a DEA cycle. Due to the carbon corrosion and asso-

ciated voltage degradation, the power/energy output in a cycle

decreases with time. The power output PDEA is defined on the

initial cycle when the system reaches periodic equilibrium.

Other operating conditions such as cathode pressure, relative

humidity and stoichiometry ratio can also affect the power

output by changing the voltage evolution over time.

2.2. Target range for purge interval

In DEA operation, a stratified channel distribution with water

and nitrogen in the end is expected for a vertically oriented

(inlet at the top) cell. As shown in the upper graph of Fig. 3,
there is accumulated nitrogen and water in the channel end

right before the purge, which leads to local (end of channel)

hydrogen starvation and voltage decay. The minimum purge

interval, dt1, places the hydrogen starvation front ðyH2 Þ right at
the channel end, i.e., hydrogen becomes available in the

whole channel after the purge without any hydrogen loss

during the purge. As illustrated in the lower graph of Fig. 3,

with an increasing purge interval the hydrogen concentration

in the channel becomes higher after the purge, and the power

output in the subsequent cycle would be larger, although

there is some hydrogen loss during the purge. Finally, the

maximum purge interval, dt2, should fully restore the

hydrogen in the channel, i.e., the hydrogen molar fraction

ðnH2 Þ exactly reaches unity in the whole channel, leading to

the highest power output in the subsequent cycle. These

minimum and maximum purge intervals (dt1 and dt2) consti-

tute the target range for a purge.

The purge is performed by a solenoid valve at the down-

stream of the anode outlet. There is physical opening/closing

time for the solenoid valve; hence dt1 needs to be further

constrained by a minimum operating time constant tSV of the

solenoid valve. In practice, this physical opening/closing time

is between 0.01 and 0.5 s. A small value 0.02 s is chosen for tSV
in this paper to illustrate the optimization results. The prac-

tical target range for purge interval becomes [max(tSV, dt1),

max(tSV, dt2)].

It is necessary to demonstrate the significance of target

range for purge interval. Fig. 4 shows the efficiency as a

function of purge interval spanning from 20ms (tSV) to 900 ms

for two selected cycle durations. In the enlarged view, the

efficiencies within the target range are presented. It can be

seen that the efficiency exhibits very small variation within

the target range, as well as a non-monotonic change with

increasing purge interval. The efficiency reaches maxima

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.02.022
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within the target range but drops rapidly as the purge interval

increases beyond the target range. Therefore, identifying the

target range is an important step for optimizing efficiency.
3. Model presentation

In previous work [6,8], we have developed a 1-D (along-chan-

nel), single-phase transient model to study the nitrogen front

evolution and associated carbon corrosion in DEA operation.

The model predicted spatio-temporal evolutions of species

concentration and carbon corrosion rate have been tuned

using the gas chromatography [6] and electrode thickness

measurement [27]. The physics based model can also predict

the cell equilibrium observed during DEA operation [28]. In

this paper we extend our model to capture the liquid water

accumulation in the channel end. A model of the channel

liquid water is needed because the water impedes the flow of

gases during the purge, and a longer purge interval is required

to clear the channel when liquid is present.

The model inputs are the nominal current I, cathode inlet

relative humidity (RH), and cathode stoichiometry ratio (SR).

The cell temperature T and Anode (AN)/Cathode (CA) inlet

pressures Pca/Pan, are fixed parameters in the model but may

be adjusted prior to simulation for different experimental

conditions. The model outputs are cell voltage, local current

density, molar fraction of each species in the anode, mem-

brane water content, anode/cathode liquid saturation in the

catalyst layer, liquid water volume fraction in the anode

channel, and liquid front location in the anode/cathode GDL.

The cell voltage is a scalar quantity while the other outputs

represent the vector of distributed values along the channel

(y direction). Fig. 3 illustrates the modeling domain; the two-

phase flow in the cathode channel is not modeled for

simplicity. Since the model is developed based on our pub-

lished works [6,29,8], those equations from prior model

framework are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 with references.
Table 1 e Summary of modeling equations.

State/variable Governing

ni Pan

RT
vð1� sÞni

vt
¼ � v

vy
ðJi þ niNtÞ þ ri f

s
rw

vs
vt

¼ rwDs
v2s
vy2

� rw
RT
PAN

v½fðsÞNtðyÞ�
vy

þ

lmb vlmb

vt
¼ EW

rmbdmb
ðNw;ca;mb �Nw;an;mbÞ

xfr vxfr;an

vt
¼ KLNl;an

mC vmCðy; tÞ
vt

¼ �MCiC;CA
4F

sctl,an lan ¼ ð1� sctl;anÞl� þ sctl;anlmax

Ecell,4AN

iAN þ iCA ¼ 0; ifc ¼ 1
L

ZL

0

iANdy
The initial model assumptions can be summarized as: (1)

the model is isothermal; (2) 1þ1D (along-channel þ through-

membrane); (3) the cell degradation is solely due to carbon

corrosion in the cathode. More detailed assumptions on each

subsystem are discussed in associated subsections.

In Eq. (12) in Table 1, the volume fraction term, 1�s, is

introduced to account for the change of mass due to the vol-

ume change from liquid accumulation. When s ¼ 0, this

equation reduces to the single phase equation of material

balance. A similar approach to handle the water phase change

in the transport equation can be found in Refs. [30,31]. Only

three of the four gas components are independent in this

modeling framework.We chose tomodel themole fractions of

nitrogen ðnN2 Þ, oxygen ðnO2 Þ and water vapor (nV) as our dy-

namic states. The anode pressure, Pan, is assumed to be con-

stant since it is set by an upstream pressure regulator during

the DEA operation.

The impact of carbon corrosion on the exchange current

density in the ButlereVolmer equation is captured by the

effective factor, ˛C in Eq. (3), which models the catalytic site

loss. The power factor q is a tuned parameter in Ref. [8].

Incorporating ˛C in carbon corrosion kinetics leads to an

asymptotic drop of corrosion current with constant potential.

A more complicated model of Pt loss (such as dissolution and

mitigation [32,33]) has not been included in this work, and the

carbon corrosion is considered as the sole degradation source.

3.1. Liquid water transport in the anode channel

In literature, there are two common ways to track the two-

phase water transport in the channel and GDL: the multi-

phase mixture (M2) [34] and two-fluid models [31]. In this

paper, the two-fluid approach is used to track the liquid vol-

ume fraction along the channel. Rather than calculating the

gas phase velocity from the momentum equation, the total

gas flux Nt can be readily converted to velocity, then an

interfacial drag coefficient f(s) between liquid and gas phase

velocities is used to obtain the liquid phase velocity [31].
equation Reference

or i˛½N2;O2;Vapor� (12)
[6,8]

Mw

�
rV;cond þNl;anðx ¼ dGDLÞ

dch

�
(13)

(14)
[29]

(15)
[29]

(16)
[8]

(17) [29]

(18)

[8]
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Table 2 e Physical, transport and kinetic properties.

Quantity Value Ref.

Diffusive flux
Ji ¼ � PAN

RTjðnÞW
dni

dy
(19)

[37]

Convective flux

NtðyÞ ¼ NtðLÞ �
ZL

y

�
rH2 ;rctð~yÞ þ rH2 ;crsð~yÞ þ rN2 ;crsð~yÞ þ rV;crsð~yÞ þ rV;rctð~yÞ

þ rV;condð~yÞ þ rO2 ;crsð~yÞ þ rO2 ;rctð~yÞ þ
PAN

RT
vs
vt

�
dð~yÞ

(20)

[8]

Water condensation

source term rV;cond ¼ max

�
0;Kcond

ðnVPAN � PsatÞð1� sÞ
RT

�
(21)

Metal potential at

cathode
VCA

m ¼ VAN
m þ Ecell þ RGDLiAN (22) [8]

Membrane potential

at cathode
fCA ¼ fAN � RmemiAN (23) [8]

Cathode carbon

corrosion iC;CA ¼ ð1� sctl;caÞ˛CgCi0;CLC
PV;CA

P�
V;CA

exp

�
aa;CF
RT

�
VCA

m � fCA � Veq
C

��
(24)

[8]

Effective factor
˛Cðy; tÞ ¼

�
mCðy; tÞ
mC;0

�q
(25)

[38]
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Taking into account diffusion, convection and source term,

the liquid water volume fraction along the channel is

described by the following PDE:

rw
vs
vt

¼ rwDs
v2s
vy2

� rw
RT
PAN

v½fðsÞNtðyÞ�
vy

þMw

�
rV;cond þNl;anðx¼ dGDLÞ

dch

�

(5)

where rw is the density of water in kg/m3, Mw is the molar

mass of water in kg/mol, and Ds is the liquid diffusivity in the

channel in m2/s. There are two contributions to the source

term in Eq. (5): the first is local vapor condensation (rV,cond) in

the channel and the other is liquid water flux from the GDL to

the channel. The latter,Nl,an, is zero when the GDL liquid front

stays inside the GDL, i.e., not at the GDL/channel interface.

Details of the GDL model can be found in Ref. [29].

The convective term rwðRT=PANÞðv½fðsÞNtðyÞ�=vyÞ drives the

liquidwater toward the channel end. As the liquid droplets are

carried by gas flow, the corresponding interfacial drag coeffi-

cient f(s) is assumed to be a linear function of liquid water

volume fraction [31]:

fðsÞ ¼ Kslips (6)

where Kslip is the physical velocity slip ratio between liquid

and gas, which is a tunable parameter in the model. Eq. (6)

completes the liquid PDE formulation, Eq. (5).

Due to the high stoichiometry ratio at the cathode, most of

the liquid water could be removed by the air flow. Therefore

the effect of cathode channel liquid is not included in the

model for simplicity.

3.2. Purge flow

The exact amount of gas leaving the channel at the purge

event is critical to determine the fuel efficiency and voltage

recovery. The volumetric flow rate at the outlet is described by

[35]:
Wtotal ¼ Ao

�
Cturb

�
2
r
Dpþ

�
nRt

2CturbDh

�2�0:5
� n

Rt

2Dh

�
(7)

where Cturb ¼ 0.61 is the dimensionless discharge coefficient

under turbulence condition, Dh is the hydraulic diameter of

the orifice, Ao is the area of the orifice (solenoid valve port),

Rt ¼ 9.33 is the critical purge parameter from Ref. [35]. Also, r

is the density of the mixture flow (liquid water and multiple

gas species); n, defined as m/r, is the kinematic viscosity of the

mixture flow, and Dp is the differential pressure across the

orifice. Since the local species molar fraction varies with the

channel length and thus purge time, integrating W over the

purge interval gives the volumetric displacement of accu-

mulated gas at the channel end. The total outlet flow is

assumed to be evenly distributed between the parallel

channels, thereforeWchan ¼Wtotal/kwhere k is the number of

parallel channels in the anode. The factor 1/k scales the total

outlet flow for simulations are performed on a single

channel.

Since the purge interval is very short (in a scale of ms), the

profiles of molar fractions (ni) and flow rate (Wchan) at the end

of a DEA cycle are assumed to move along the channel di-

rection during the purge without the diffusion effects, which

is a typical plug flow behavior.

The density r and viscosity n at the outlet are dependent on

the gas composition and liquid volume fraction. The density

r can be defined by:

rðyÞ ¼ ð1� sÞrg þ srw (8)

rgðyÞ ¼ rN2
nN2

þ rVnV þ rO2
nO2

þ rH2

�
1� nN2

� nV � nO2

�
(9)

in which rw is the density of liquid water, and rg is the density

of gas mixture. The viscosity is defined similarly. Since the

local gas composition varies along the channel, the density/

viscosity of the gas mixture is a function of y.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.02.022
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4. Model validation and simulation results

The above DEA oriented two-phase fuel cell model is tuned

and validated with the experimental data. The details of the

experiment are described in a prior publication [3]. The pa-

rameters relevant to the gas species distribution along the

channel have been tuned against the GC sample data in our

prior work [8]. Table 3 summarizes the parameter values used

in the along-channel model. There are two steps in imple-

menting the model: the coupled multi-state PDE system rep-

resenting the DEA cycle is solved first, followed by the purge
Table 3 e Geometrical, physical and operating
parameters.

Quantity Value

Catalyst loading LPt 3 � 10�4 g cm�2

Electrochemical area of Pt gPt 6 � 105 cm2 g�1

Electrochemical area of carbon gC 6 � 106 cm2 g�1

Anodic transfer coefficient for carbon

corrosion aa,C

0.25

Exchange current density of carbon

corrosion i0,C

2.5 � 10�10 A cm�2

Equilibrium potential for carbon

corrosion Veq
C

0.21 V

Anode metal potential VAN
m 0 V

Initial carbon loading per unit

MEA area mC,0

0.002 g cm�2

Cathode reference pressure P�i;CA,
i ¼ [O2, vapor]

1.2355 � 105 Pa

Anode inlet pressure PAN 4.0 psig

Cathode system pressure PCA 3.6 psig

Cell temperature T 323 K

Hydrogen enthalpy of formation Dhf �242 � 103 J/mol

Discharge coefficient Cturb 0.61

Critical value for purge flow model Rt 9.33

Area of purge orifice Ao 0.37 mm2

Hydraulic diameter of purge orifice Dh 1.9 mm

Tunable power factor for remaining

carbon, q

1.5

Effective MEA area A 50 cm2

Number of anode channels k 25

Anode/Cathode channel depth hch,an/ca 0.18/0.10 cm

Channel width wch 0.07 cm2

Channel length l 7.27 cm2

Membrane thickness dmb 25 mm

GDL thickness dGDL 300 mm

Density of hydrogen rH2
0.0899 kg/m3

Density of nitrogen rN2
1.25 kg/m3

Density of vapor/liquid water rV/rw 0.0829/997 kg/m3

Viscosity of hydrogen nH2 100.1 � 10�6 m2/s

Viscosity of nitrogen nN2 14.2 � 10�6 m2/s

Viscosity of vapor/liquid water nV/nw 144.8/0.553 � 10�6 m2/s

Water transfer coefficient gw 5.7 � 10�6 m/s

Molar mass of water Mw 0.018 kg/mol

Condensation rate constant Kcond 1000 l/s

Mass transport coefficient g 0.1 m/s

Liquid water diffusivity Ds 1 m2/s

Vapor diffusivity in anode GDL Dv 1.25 � 10�4 m2/s

Slip ratio between liquid and gas Kslip 0.6

Number of channel meshes in numerical

computation N

51
flow submodel which calculates the hydrogen loss and re-

distributes all states as the initial condition of the subsequent

DEA cycle. This two-step implementation repeats for

100e1200 times depending on the cycle duration to simulate

the cell lifetime. Finally, the efficiency is evaluated after fin-

ishing the simulation and collecting the data. The coupled PDE

system is solved using a variable step solver, Matlab ODE15s,

with a relative tolerance of 1e�4. The channel is discretized

using a 2nd order approximation of the spatial derivatives on a

51-point grid.

The data set with high current load (0.6 A/cm2) and high

cathode RH (100%), which leads to sufficient liquid water

accumulation in the anode, is selected for simulation. Fig. 5

compares the tuned model and experiment. The cell used in

the experiment comprised of a Nafion 111-IP membrane

(25.4 mm thick) with Pt loading of 0.3 mg cm�2 at both sides,

and two SGL 10BB nonwoven carbon papers at both sides with

uncompressed thickness of 420 mm and porosity of 0.84. The

catalyst coated membrane (CCM) was purchased from Ion

Power, Inc., however the information of the support carbon

type and loading was not released by the company. The purge

was triggered as the cell voltage reduced to 0.4 V in the

experiment, hence the cycle duration varies from w700 s to

w900 s. The cell voltage experienced an abrupt drop as the

cathode stoichiometry ratio was reduced from 3 to 2.

The model predicted voltage evolution agrees with the

experimental data. The liquid effects are captured by sctl,an,

sctl,ca and s. The predicted increasing liquid mass within a

cycle is consistent with the experimental data, as shown in

the third subplot of Fig. 5. The liquid mass from the experi-

ment did not drop at the end of the second cycle, probably due

to the droplet plugging in the cell manifold.

Other simulation results are summarized in Fig. 6. The

simulation starts with a fully humidifiedmembrane (lmb ¼ 12)

to account for the operation history of the cell. It can be seen

that the membrane water content remains at a high level

during the whole period. Liquid saturation in the cathode

catalyst layer is substantially higher than the anode in the

channel inlet and middle regions, which drives the water

transport from cathode to anode. The model predicts

hydrogen starvation at the 0.9 fractional channel location at

t¼w770 s. Finally, the seventh subplot indicates that the

liquid front stays at the GDL/channel interface only at the

channel end region. In other regions of the channel, liquid

water comes from local condensation.
Fig. 5 e Comparison between tuned model and

experiments at current density 0.6 A/cm2, cell temperature

50 �C, anode/cathode pressure 4.0/3.6 psig, cathode

stoichiometry ratio 3 and 2, and RH 100%.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.02.022
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Fig. 6 e Simulation results from the same operating

conditions as in Fig. 5 (cathode stoichiometry ratio is 3

except stated otherwise). Each subplot shows the

evolutions of a specific parameter at the inlet, middle and

end regions of the channel. These subplots present the

simulation results of membrane water contents, liquid

saturation in the cathode and anode catalyst layers, molar

fractions of vapor, nitrogen and hydrogen, dimensionless

liquid front in the anode GDL, and channel liquid volume

fraction, respectively.

Fig. 7 e Simulation results of 150 continuous DEA cycles.

The results from selected DEA cycles, rather than the entire

data set, are examined in details as indicated by the

arrows. The vertical pink lines represent the purge events.

The cycle duration is 900 s and the purge interval is 54 ms.

The operating conditions are consistent with the validated

case in Fig. 5: current density 0.6 A/cm2, cell temperature

50 �C, cathode stoichiometry ratio 3, and RH 100%. The first

subplot shows the cell voltage. The second subplot

illustrates the cathode carbon corrosion current in the

inlet, middle and end regions of the channel. The third

subplot presents the percentage remaining carbon in the

cathode catalyst layer at 0.9 fractional channel location

throughout the whole lifetime. (For interpretation of the

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the web version of this article.)
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4.1. Predicting carbon corrosion and cell lifetime

The target of a fuel cell lifetime is w5000 h in automotive

applications to compete with the conventional powertrain,

and voltage degradation rate of 2e10 mV h�1 is generally

acceptable with flow-through operations [36]. In this paper,

therefore, we define the occurrence of a 10 mV irreversible

voltage drop in DEA operation as the end of “life”. The model

can be used to predict the cell lifetime under continuous DEA

cycling. The carbon loss is captured by Eq. (16), which affects

the carbon corrosion rate and terminal voltage over time by

Eq. (24).

Fig. 7 presents the lifetime simulation results, i.e., the

remaining carbon at the channel end region within 150

continuous DEA cycles, and the voltage and corrosion current

evolutions in selected cycles. The cycle duration is 900 s and

the purge interval is 54ms. The time-evolution of the terminal

voltage and carbon corrosion current at three representative

locations along the channel (inlet, middle and outlet) for the 5

selected DEA cycles are shown in the upper subplots of Fig. 7.

The operating conditions are the same as the validated case in

Fig. 5. The cell voltage at the 150th cycle exhibits w10 mV

irreversible voltage loss compared with the initial cycle,
corresponding to w25% carbon loss in the cathode catalyst

layer at 0.9 fractional channel location near the end of the

channel and w11% overall carbon loss in the whole channel.

The remaining carbon at the channel end is illustrated by the

second subplot; the cathode carbon corrosion rate at the

channel end is substantially higher than in other regions due

to the local fuel starvation.
5. Optimization of purge schedule

The target range for the purge interval depends on the gas and

liquid water distribution in the anode channel at the end of

the cycle. Fig. 8 shows a simulation used to determine the

target range for the purge interval. At the end of a DEA cycle or

the start of a purge (t ¼ tbp), liquid water accumulates in the

channel end, where complete hydrogen starvation with zero

molar fraction is also observed.

5.1. Determining the target range for purge interval

The minimum purge time, dt1, is designed to release the

accumulated water/nitrogen and to place the hydrogen

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.02.022
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.02.022
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Fig. 8 e Distribution of hydrogen concentration and liquid

volume fraction before and after purge at operating

conditions of cycle duration 1100 s, current density 0.6 A/

cm2, cell temperature 50 �C, cathode RH 0.9, stoichiometry

ratio 3 and pressure 1.18 bar. The black curves show the

hydrogen molar fraction and the blue ones show the liquid

volume fraction in the anode channel. The hydrogen

starvation front yH2 before the purge is also shown.

Minimum purge interval should be chosen to place the

hydrogen starvation front at the channel end, and

maximum one exactly and fully restore the hydrogen in

the channel without further loss. (For interpretation of the

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 9 e Influences of cycle duration. The operating

conditions are consistent with the validated case in Fig. 5.

The first subplot indicate the influence of increasing cycle

duration on the hydrogen molar fraction at the channel

end right before the purge. The second subplot shows the

hydrogen loss in Joule. The third subplot indicates the

efficiencies evaluated over one DEA cycle together with the

subsequent purge. The purge interval is fixed at 20 ms.
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starvation front at the channel end. Due to the high purge flow

rate (diffusion can be ignored), the profile at t ¼ tbp þ dt1 con-

sists of a shift of the hydrogen profile at t ¼ tbp toward the

channel end plus a hydrogen restored region ðnH2 ¼ 1Þ in the

channel inlet. In other words, the purge flow behaves as plug

flow. With the minimum purge interval dt1, there is no

hydrogen loss during the purge; however the hydrogen con-

centration is low in the channel, which would adversely affect

the energy output in the subsequent cycle. If the purge is

extended to t ¼ tbp þ dt2 when the hydrogen molar fraction

reaches unity in the whole channel, then the energy output in

the subsequent cycle would be the highest, although there is

some hydrogen loss during the purge.

Mathematically, dt1 and dt2 satisfy:

L�
Ztbpþdt1

tbp

Wtotal

kwchdch
dt ¼ yjnH2

¼0;t¼t0
(10)

L�
Ztbpþdt2

tbp

Wtotal

kwchdch
dt ¼ 0 (11)

in which Wtotal is the volumetric purge flow rate defined in

Eq. (7).

In Fig. 8 the hydrogen starvation occurs before the purge.

There exists a special scenario: when the cycle duration is
very short, then it is possible that hydrogen starvation does

not occur even at the channel end. Under that circumstance,

there would inevitably be a certain amount of hydrogen loss

during any purge. Therefore the lower limit of the target range

for small cycle duration is always tSV. The target range for

purge interval in general is dependent on the cycle duration.

5.2. Influences of cycle duration

In this subsection we investigate the influence of cycle dura-

tion on carbon corrosion and cell efficiency. The purge interval

is set to a constant, dt ¼ 20 ms. The cycle duration affects both

the cathode carbon corrosion rate within a cycle and the

hydrogen loss during the purge.

The DEA cell efficiency as the objective should also be

considered when determining the optimum cycle duration.

Fig. 9 shows the channel end hydrogen concentration at the

cycle end and the hydrogen loss during the purge as a function

of cycle duration with a fixed purge interval. When the cycle

duration becomes shorter, there is still hydrogen at the

channel end right before the purge, and thus unavoidable

hydrogen loss.Wasted hydrogen during the purge reduces the

DEA cell efficiency through QH2

loss term in Eq. (1). The hydrogen

loss is substantially reduced as the cycle duration extends

beyond 600 s, because hydrogen starvation occurs at the

channel end region with extended cycle duration and there-

fore the purge removes less hydrogen and more nitrogen and

liquid water. The thermodynamic efficiency increases with

shorter cycle duration as indicated by the terminal voltage as

shown in Fig. 10. However QH2

loss also increases with shorter

cycle duration. The efficiency in the third subplot of Fig. 9

shows a non-monotonic evolution against cycle duration.

The hydrogen loss is dominant due to the increasing efficiency

when the cycle duration is smaller than 600 s.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.02.022
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.02.022


Fig. 10 e Evolution of cathode interfacial potential within a

DEA cycle. The operating conditions are consistent with

the validated case in Fig. 5. The upper subplot shows the

model predicted cell voltage within a 900 s cycle. The lower

subplot illustrates the cathode interfacial potential at the

inlet, middle and end regions of the channel. At the end

region a non-monotonic evolution trend with time has

been observed.

Fig. 11 e The influences of purge interval and cycle

duration, with operating conditions being: current density

0.4 A/cm2, cell temperature 50 �C, cathode RH 0.9,

stoichiometry ratio 3 and pressure 1.18 bar. The simulation

results are collected after the system reaches periodic

steady state. The three colored curves with markers

represent the simulation results obtained from three

different cycle durations. The x-limits of each curve

indicate dtmin and dtmax for that cycle duration. The first

subplot shows the hydrogen molar fraction at the channel

end after the purge. The second subplot presents the

power outputs in the subsequent cycle after the purge. The

third subplot indicates the hydrogen loss during the purge

with different purge intervals. Finally, the fourth subplot

shows the efficiencies evaluated over one DEA cycle

together with different purge intervals.
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Fig. 10 illustrates the evolution of cell voltage and cathode

interfacial potential within a DEA cycle. The cycle duration is

900 s and the operating conditions are the same with the

validated case in Fig. 5. The cathode interfacial potential,

Ecell � fCA, determines the kinetics of cathode carbon corro-

sion as shown in Eq. (24). It is much higher at the channel end

compared with other regions due to the fuel starvation. The

cathode interfacial potential at the channel end is therefore

the main concern. As shown in the upper subplot, the cell

voltage decreases with time due to the hydrogen depletion

which effectively reduces the corrosion rate. Meanwhile the

membrane phase potential at the channel end becomes more

negative, which increases the corrosion rate. If the cycle

duration is extended, the carbon corrosion rate at the channel

end would decrease after reaching a peak value at w650 s.

That is to say, further postponing a purge after reaching the

peak cathode interfacial potential would be beneficial for

protecting carbon, although the cell voltage decreases signif-

icantly. If there are no other constraints on cycle duration, a

shorter cycle is preferred because of the increased energy

output and reduced carbon corrosion during DEA cycling.
5.3. Influences of purge interval

In this subsection, the influences of purge interval are exam-

ined with fixed cycle duration. The model can be used to

evaluate the trade-off between hydrogen loss and increased

energy output for a single cycle. The objective function thus

becomes h ¼ ð
Z tjþ1

ap

tjap

EcelliAdtÞ=ðDhfðQH2
rxt þ QH2

lossÞÞ. The effect of

carbon corrosion is not shownbecause it affects the integral in

the numerator only after multiple cycles. Fig. 11 summarizes

the simulation results. Three cases with different cycle du-

rations are examined. The target range of purge interval de-

pends on the cycle duration. In Fig. 11, the range of purge
interval presented corresponds to the target range of that

particular cycle duration (500 s, 800 s and 1100 s).

The hydrogen molar fraction at the channel end increases

with purge interval and reaches unity at dt2 as shown in the

first subplot of Fig. 11. The second subplot indicates that an

extended purge indeed leads to a larger power output since

the hydrogen concentration is higher during the subsequent

DEA cycle. On the other hand, it would produce a larger

amount of hydrogen loss, as shown in the third subplot. The

competing influence of hydrogen loss and increased terminal

voltage on the overall efficiency as a function of purge interval

is shown in the last subplot of Fig. 11. For the cases with

Dt¼ 500 and 800 s, increasing purge interval leads to lower cell

efficiency. However for longer cycle durations, when

hydrogen starvation occurs at the channel end, the slope of

the efficiency versus purge interval is non-monotonic.

Therefore, the shortest duration does not yield the highest

efficiency. In this case a maximum efficiency of 52.9% is

reached, after which the efficiency slightly decreases. These

findings indicate that if complete hydrogen starvation has

not been observed in the channel end, reducing the hydrogen

loss is more significant than restoring the hydrogen concen-

tration in the anode. Even with complete hydrogen starvation

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.02.022
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.02.022
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(Dt ¼ 1100), dt ¼ 36 ms, rather than dt2 ¼ 42.1 ms, gives the

largest efficiency.

The calculated efficiencies do not show substantial differ-

ences (<2%), because the purge interval is already constrained

in the target range. This suggests that as long as the purge

interval lies within the target range, then its influences on the

efficiency may be negligible.
5.4. Optimization of cycle duration and purge interval
over cell lifetime

In prior subsections we examined the influences of cycle

duration on carbon corrosion and purge interval on DEA cell

efficiency. In general, shorter cycle duration and longer purge

interval are beneficial for achieving higher thermodynamic

efficiency and protecting support carbon in the cathode;

however, the hydrogen loss would be higher under these

conditions. The subject of this optimization study is to

investigate the trade-off between wasted hydrogen and

reducing the corrosion rate over a longer time horizon. The

efficiency of a DEA cell, calculated using Eq. (1), is evaluated

over thewhole lifetime. In this work the cell lifetime is defined

by the occurrence of 10mV irreversible voltage drop. Since the

cycle duration and purge interval both affect the lifetime, we

use the shortest lifetime among all cases as the simulation

time interval for comparing the efficiencies. In this subsection

we consider cycle duration and purge interval simultaneously

as the variables and search for the maximum (optimum)

lifetime efficiency, Eq. (1), within a 2-D space by simulating the

efficiency over the cell lifetime. The operating conditions are

the same with the validated case: current density 0.6 A/cm2,

cell temperature 50 �C, cathode RH 100% and stoichiometry

ratio 3, and anode/cathode pressure 4.0/3.6 psig.
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Fig. 12 e The contour plot showing the target domain and

the lifetime efficiencies therein given fixed amount of

operating time. The last subplots in Figs. 9 and 11 can be

considered as the vertical and horizontal slices from the

contour map, although only one cycle is evaluated as

opposed to lifetime. The contour map shows that the

maximum efficiency is achieved with cycle duration of

600 s and purge interval of 28 ms.
Fig. 12 illustrates the 2-D target domain in which the op-

tima lies, as well as the calculated efficiencies within the

domain. The target range for purge interval is calculated after

the system reaches periodic steady state. The calculated

target range for each purge interval, [max(tSV, dtmin), max(tSV,

dtmax)], is reflected by the vertical limits of the domain. The

target range for cycle duration is defined as follows: its lower

limit can go as small as zero, in which case it becomes a flow-

through operation. Its upper limit is defined as the amount of

time to reduce the cell voltage to 0.4 V. In Fig. 12, these two

limits are 0 and 900 s, respectively. When the cycle duration is

extremely short (Dt¼ 50 s and zero), the target range for purge

interval shrinks to a single point, tSV, because the very high

hydrogen concentration in the channel leads to a large purge

flow rate. When the cycle duration is less than 600 s, tSV is

always the lower limit of the target range.

Since the efficiency (Eq. (1)) depends on the two design

variables, Dt and dt, the search of optima is performed by

scanning the target domain with coarse grids first. A further

scanwith finer gridswould be performed if necessary until the

optima can be located with satisfactory accuracy. The two-

step scheme in scanning the domain can reduce the compu-

tational expense. In Fig. 12, the grid distance for purge interval

is 2 ms and for cycle duration 100 s.

At each grid represented by a combination of Dt and dt, the

efficiency is collected to generate the contour plot. Because

the cell durability is concerned, the total DEA operating time

should be identical when evaluating the efficiency at each

grid. The operating time is determined from the cell lifetime

using the operating schedule that gives the worst durability,

namely, longest cycle durationwith shortest purge interval. In

Fig. 12, they are 900 s and 34.1 ms, respectively. For this

operating schedule, after 132 DEA cycles the cell voltage ob-

serves 10 mV irreversible drop, and the cell lifetime is reached

according to the prior definition. The total operating time is

thus 132 � 900 s ¼ 33 h. The necessary DEA cycle numbers for

other operating schedules are then calculated to satisfy an

identical operating time. For shorter cycle durations or longer

purge intervals, the actual voltage degradations at the end of

33 h are smaller than 10 mV as shown in Fig. 13, which also

plots the energy outputs throughout the total operating time

for different cycle durations. Shorter cycle duration leads to

higher energy or power output, and smaller voltage degrada-

tion, although the efficiency may be low with a short cycle

duration. The difference in energy output is enlarged by the

more severe cell degradation at longer cycle duration.

The optimum efficiency is w50.9%, as shown in the con-

tour plot in Fig. 12. The variation of efficiencywithin the target

domain is less than 4%. Motivated by this finding, we con-

ducted a parametric study of current setpoint on the target

domain as shown in Fig. 14. At reduced current setpoint

(power level), it takes a longer time to reduce the voltage to

0.4 V and there is a smaller amount of liquid water at the end

of a cycle. As a result, with decreasing current density the

target range for cycle duration becomes larger, whereas that

for purge interval becomes smaller. One can simply calculate

the target domain for the selected power as illustrated in

Fig. 14, then use 0.5 � (dt1 þ dt2) as the optimized purge in-

terval. The maximum achievable efficiency shown in Fig. 14,

which increases with decreasing current loads, can be used as

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.02.022
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Fig. 13 e Voltage degradation and total energy output in

33 h DEA operation for different cycle durations with

minimum purge intervals in the target domain. The cycle

duration (Dt) and the corresponding number of cycles (m)

are noted in the legend. With the same simulation time,

the enlarged view shows the voltage degradation versus

total energy output at the end of 33 h for nine different

cycle durations.
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a criterion for choosing an operating condition, since the ef-

ficiency variation within the target domain is small.

In Fig. 12, increasing cycle duration beyond 800 s or

decreasing cycle duration within 500 s decreases the effi-

ciency. With a medium cycle duration (Dt ¼ 600 s) the

achievable efficiency is highest. For purge interval, if the cycle
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Fig. 14 e The target domains with different current

setpoints (0.6, 0.5 and 0.4 A/cm2) or power levels (14.8, 14.1

and 12.9 W). Other operating conditions (cell temperature

50 �C, cathode RH 100% and stoichiometry ratio 3, and

anode/cathode pressure 4.0/3.6 psig) are the same for three

cases. The power in the legend is the average one

calculated from PDEA for all cycle durations and purge

intervals within the target domain.
duration is longer than 800 s, the efficiency reachesmaximum

at medium dt, whereas it decreases as it approaches dt1 and

dt2. Complete hydrogen starvation due to water accumulation

and nitrogen blanketing, which is associated with longer cycle

durations, greatly accelerates the carbon corrosion in the

channel end region. When the cycle duration is very long

(Dt > 800 s), a medium purge interval, rather than complete

purge, leads to the maximum efficiency. The efficiency still

decreases beyond the maximum value with increasing purge

intervals, which suggests that hydrogen loss is more influen-

tial than carbon corrosion under such conditions. When

Dt< 500 s, the efficiency decreases monotonically with

increasing purge intervals and the minimum purge interval is

preferred, because hydrogen loss becomes the sole concern.

The optimum appears at medium cycle duration. Because

large Dt results in severe hydrogen starvation and associated

carbon corrosion, whereas small Dt leads to substantial

hydrogen in the channel end region before the purge and

associated hydrogen loss during the purge. It is essential not

to purge the cell too early with substantial hydrogen in the

channel end. The DEA operation with small Dt generally ex-

hibits a lower efficiency but produces higher energy output as

shown in the lower subplot of Fig. 13.
6. Conclusions

In this paper, we focus on the optimization of the DEA oper-

ating schedule determined by purge interval and cycle dura-

tion. We extended the along-channel, single-phase and

transient DEA model in Ref. [8] to capture the liquid water

transport and accumulation in the anode channel end, as well

as the purge flow behavior. These improvements were neces-

sary to accurately predict water and nitrogen accumulation in

the anode channel and the resulting hydrogen loss during the

purge. The target ranges for purge interval are defined based on

the channel gas composition at the end of the cycle duration.

We then investigated the influence of cycle duration and

purge interval on carbon corrosion and DEA cell efficiency.

There exists a trade-off between maximizing the thermody-

namic efficiency during the DEA cycle and minimizing

hydrogen loss during the purge. Shorter cycle durations and

longer purge intervals tend to increase the thermodynamic

efficiency; however, longer cycle durations and shorter purge

intervals can reduce the amount of hydrogen loss. The opti-

mization is performed by collecting the lifetime simulation

data at each grid within the 2D target domain for cycle dura-

tion and purge interval. It is found that a medium cycle

duration without severe hydrogen starvation at the channel

end together with a short purge interval leads to the highest

DEA cell efficiency at current density of 0.6 A/cm2. For long

cycle durations, severe hydrogen starvation due to water

accumulation and nitrogen blanketing accelerates the carbon

corrosion particularly in the channel end region, which re-

quires an increased purge interval, but not a complete purge,

to achieve highest efficiency. For short cycle durations, how-

ever, theminimumpurge interval is preferred, suggesting that

reducing hydrogen loss is more important than removing ni-

trogen and water. The small variation of efficiency (w4%)

within the target domain suggests that as long as the purge
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interval can be selected from the target range, further opti-

mization may not be necessary. Decreasing the current set-

point from 0.6 to 0.4 A/cm2 changes the target domain, and

increases the maximum obtainable efficiency.

The analysis and methodology presented in this paper can

be used for the design of a DEA fuel cell system. The optimum

purge interval and cycle duration vary with the operating con-

ditions and the physical specifications of solenoid valve. In the

future, the optimized purge behavior and associated voltage

degradation will be compared to experimental data. Further

modeling work is necessary for investigating the effect of other

DEA system parameters such as cathode stoichiometry.
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Nomenclature

A: area, m2

D: diffusivity/diameter, m2 s�1/m
E: cell voltage, V
J: diffusive flux, mol m�2 s�1

n: molar fraction
Nt: total gas flux, mol m�2 s�1

P: pressure, Pa
Q: hydrogen amount, mole
r: reactive/crossover flux, mol m�2 s�1
R: gas constant, J K�1 mol�1

s: liquid volume fraction
t: time, s/h
T: temperature, K
V: metal potential, V
W: volumetric flow rate, m3 s�1

Greek

l: membrane water content
f: membrane potential, V
n: kinematic viscosity, m2 s�1

m: dynamic viscosity, Pa s
r: density, kg m�3

h: efficiency

Short-handed

AN: anode
CA: cathode
CH: flow channel
GDL: gas diffusion layer
Ctl: catalyst layer
Mem: membrane
sat: saturation

Subscript

V: vapor
N2: nitrogen
H2: hydrogen
O2: oxygen
C: carbon
w: water
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